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. Martine Gaillard (/ˈɡaɪ.ər/; born May 21, 1971 in Melfort, Saskatchewan) is a Canadian sports
television personality currently working for Rogers Sportsnet. The latest Tweets from Martine
Gaillard (@MartineGaillard). Sportsnet Connected Anchor.Oct 20, 2009 . Martine Gaillard clips..
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Read more Show less . Nov 3, 2011 . She will probably fill in for her replacement Martine
Gaillard, While Martine. .. I actually Googled her to see if she'd been fired or suspended or . Jul
23, 2009 . women including Sportsnet co-workers Martine Gaillard and Evanka. The Post fired
back at ESPN yesterday, saying the network itself outed . Jul 23, 2009 . “On The Fan 590,
Rogers Sportsnet host Mike Toth suggested that young women including Sportsnet co-workers
Martine Gaillard and Evanka . Outside of Martine Gaillard, Sean McCormick, and Don Taylor,
I'm not. Last year , TSN scooped Chris Cuthbert when CBC fired him, and now . Maître JeanCharles Gaillard was Émile Boulay's lawyer.. .. mm lead bullet had been fired with an air-gun of
the type used in fairgrounds.. .. Gilloux, Martine.Stevie Williams was fired yesterday by Tiger
after 13 years of loyal service to. Martine "the kitchen queen" Gaillard is 40 years old and is a
prairie girl, born in . … there hockey stuff, and Martine Gaillard :D but TSN is waaaaay better
IMO all around. . Real question, who should be fired first, Glen Healey or Nick Kypryos?
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